
Family Digital Camera Hunt

This activity can be done in one of several ways. You may just

choose to do it as a family, working together to come up with as many

points as you can gather.  Or if your family is larger, you may choose to

break into a couple teams and compete within your family.  A third

option is to do this with one or more other families, and compete against

each other. 

You will need a digital camera for each team, and a list of the

point items.  The idea is to take a walk in the outdoors, and get pictures

of members of the family either doing these activities, or with the

following items.  The picture only counts for points if at least one person

from the family is also in the picture.  Also, you must take turns taking

pics and posing.  And, feel free to add a few catagories yourselves.

Items

• Each species of animal - 10 points each

• Species of tree - 10 points each, up to three species

• Flowers of differing colors - 10 points for every picture of flowers

with colors that are different from any other pic

• Get a picture of someone holding three different colors of rocks -

10 points

• Other people - fifteen points each for up to two pictures with your

entire team and at least two other people that you do not know

• A picture near a non-living outdoor object that is larger than

anyone in the group.

Activities

• Someone from the family skipping rocks - 10 points

• A picture of your family recreating a scene from a movie or TV

show - 10 points

• A picture of someone climbing something - 10 points

• A picture of someone crawling through something - 10 points

• A picture of your entire family or team with a beautiful backdrop

taken by someone else 10 point

Ending the Hunt

Finish the day by holding a discussion about the glory of God being

displayed in creation.  Have someone read Psalm 19:1, then look through

your pictures.  Ask each member of the family to share at least one way

they saw the glory of God demonstrated in His creation during the walk.


